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Abstract
This paper introduces a general class of Replicator-Mutator equations on a multi-
dimensional fitness space. We establish a novel probabilistic representation of weak
solutions of the equation by using the theory of Fockker-Planck-Kolmogorov (FPK)
equations and a martingale extraction approach. The examples with closed-form prob-
abilistic solutions for different fitness functions considered in the existing literature are
provided. We also construct a particle system and prove a general convergence result
to any solution to the FPK equation associated with the extended Replicator-Mutator
equation with respect to a Wasserstein-like metric adapted to our probabilistic frame-
work.
AMS 2000 subject classifications: 92B05, 35K15, 60H10, 60G46.
Keywords: Replicator-Mutator equations; Probabilistic representation; FPK equa-
tions; martingale extraction; particle system.
1 Introduction
In this paper, we introduce a general class of Replicator-Mutator equations on a fitness
space specified as a domain of Rn with n ≥ 1. The classical replicator-mutator equation
in evolutionary genetics described as an integro-differential Cauchy problem on the one-
dimensional fitness space R is proposed by Kimura (1965). This type of equations with the
linear fitness function is used to model the evolution of RNA virus populations by Tsimring
(1996) based on a mean-field approach. For the case where some phenotypes are infinitely
well-adapted (this typically corresponds to the fitness functions which are unbounded from
above), a so-called replicator-mutator model with cut-off at large phenotype is studied
by Rouzine et al. (2003) and Sniegowski and Gerrish (2010), while Rouzine et al. (2008)
propose a proper stochastic treatment for large phenotypic trait region for the linear fitness
case.
In recent years, rigorous mathematical treatments on existence and behaviours of
solutions of Replicator-Mutator equations describing as a Cauchy problem on the one-
dimensional fitness space for different types of fitness functions are developed. Alfaro and Carles
(2014) reduce the equation with the linear fitness function to a standard heat equation
by applying a tricky transform of the solution based on the Avron-Herbst formula, and
therefore, one can compute its solution explicitly. For the quadratic fitness case, a earlier
work Fleming (1979) studies a model for inheritance of continuous polygenic traits and
the equilibrium density of gametic types is found approximately. Bu¨rger (1998) provides
an overview of the mathematical properties of various deterministic mutation-selection
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models. Recently, Alfaro and Carles (2017) can also transform the equation to a heat
equation by using a generalized lens transform of the Schro¨dinger equation. They also
prove that, for any initial density, there is always extinction of the equation with the
positive quadratic fitness function at a finite time. Alfaro and Veruete (2019) establish
an explicit solution representation of the equation as a non-local Cauchy problem via the
underlying Schro¨dinger spectral elements when the fitness function is confining, and fur-
ther a result on the long time behaviour related to that in Bu¨rger (1988) in terms of the
principal eigenfunction is proved therein.
The methods used in the papers reviewed above rely on the solution-based transform
or the eigenfunction expansion of operators. Our approach used in this paper to study the
Replicator-Mutator equations is from a completely probabilistic perspective. To be more
precise, the first goal of this paper is to provide a novel probabilistic representation of the
(weak) solution of a general class of Replicator-Mutator equations on a multi-dimensional
fitness space. We prove that the solution of the extended Replicator-Mutator equation
can be in fact expressed in terms of probability transition density functions for some Itoˆ
diffusion processes. The method used in this paper is jointly based on the probability
representation of solutions to a class of Fockker-Planck-Kolmogorov (FPK) equations and
a martingale extraction approach (see Qin and Linetsky (2016) where this approach is ap-
plied to the pricing of derivatives). Motivated by the probabilistic solution representation
of the equation, we design a particle system in which the state process of homogeneous
particles follows a system of stochastic differential equations (SDEs). The second goal of
this paper is to establish a general convergence result (with respect to a Wasserstein-like
distance adapted to our probabilistic framework) to any solution to our FPK equation as-
sociated with the extended Replicator-Mutator equation. In particular, easy byproducts of
this result are uniqueness of solutions to the extended Replicator-Mutator equation and an
explicit convergence rate to the solution of the equation. The strategy used in this paper is
based upon a propagator method (see Del Moral and Miclo (2000), Sznitman (1991) and
Xu (2018)). We also provide examples which admit the closed-form probabilistic solution
of the extended Replicator-Mutator equation for different fitness functions considered in
the aforementioned works.
The paper is organized as follows: we introduce in Section 2 the extended Replicator-
Mutator equation under a probabilistic framework. Section 3 establishes a novel proba-
bilistic representation of the (weak) solution of the extended Replicator-Mutator equation
and provide examples with different fitness functions considered in the existing literature.
Section 4 constructs a particle system and prove a general convergence result to any so-
lution to the FPK equation associated with the extended Replicator-Mutator equation.
Thus result is usually called propagation of chaos which was first formulated by Kac (1956).
2 Extended Replicator-Mutator equations
In this section, we introduce a class of extended Replicator-Mutator (RM) equations as a
non-local Cauchy problem on a domain in Rn for n ≥ 1 using a probabilistic framework.
2.1 Itoˆ diffusion process
This section presents a class of SDEs which is related to the representation of our extended
RM equation on a domain D in Rn. Let T > 0 be an arbitrary fixed time horizon and D
a domain in Rn, i.e., an open connected subset of Rn. Consider the continuous functions
b : D → Rn×1 and σ : D → Rn×m, where m ≥ 1. We then introduce the following
second-order differential operator acted on C2(D), which is given by, for f ∈ C2(D),
Af(x) := b(x)⊤∇xf(x) + 1
2
tr[σσ⊤(x)∇2xf(x)], x ∈ D, (1)
2
where ∇x = (∂x1 , . . . , ∂xn)⊤ denotes the gradient operator, ∇2x is the corresponding Hes-
sian matrix and tr denotes the trace operator. The operatorA acted on C2(D) is in fact the
infinitesimal generator of the (Markovian) solution of SDE given by, for (t, x) ∈ [0, T ]×D,
dXt,xs = b(X
t,x
s )ds + σ(X
t,x
s )dWs, s ∈ [t, T ]
X
t,x
t = x ∈ D, (2)
where W = (Wt)t∈[0,T ] is an m-dimensional Brownian motion on the filtered probability
space (Ω,F ,F,P) with the filtration F = (Ft)t∈[0,T ] satisfying the usual conditions.
We impose the following assumptions on the coefficients of SDE (2) so to guarantee
the existence a unique strong solution of the equation:
(Ab,σ) (i) b : D → Rn×1 and σ : D → Rn×m are locally Lipschitiz continuous; or (ii) for
m = n = 1, b : D → R is locally Lipschitiz continuous and σ : D → R is Ho¨lder
continuous with exponent γ ∈ [12 , 1).
(AX) For all (t, x) ∈ [0, T ] ×D, the solution Xt,x = (Xt,xs )s∈[t,T ] of (2) neither explodes
nor leaves D before T , i.e., P(sups∈[0,T ] |Xt,xs |) = 1 and P(Xt,xs ∈ D, ∀ s ∈ [t, T ]) = 1.
By Theorem 5.2.5 of Karatzas and Shreve (1991), the assumption (Ab,σ)-(i) implies
that SDE (2) admits a unique strong solution Xt,x up to a possibly finite random explosion
time. Then, the assumption (AX) yields that this explosion time should be greater than T ,
P-a.s., and hence Xt,x is well-defined on [t, T ]. For the case with m = n = 1 (i.e., SDE (2)
is a one-dimensional equation), by Proposition 5.2.13 of Karatzas and Shreve (1991), the
assumption (Ab,σ)-(ii) gives that SDE (2) admits a unique strong solution X
t,x up to a
possibly finite random explosion time. Therefore, the assumption (AX) yields that this
explosion time is greater than T , a.s., and hence Xt,x is well-defined on [t, T ].
2.2 Extended RM equations on [0, T ]×D
This section introduces a class of extended RM equations as a non-local Cauchy problem
on [0, T ] ×D. More precisely, let A∗ be the adjoint operator of A defined by (1)1. Then,
the extended RM equation considered in this paper, is given by, for (t, x) ∈ (0, T ] ×D,

∂tu(t, x) = A∗u(t, x) +
(
g(x)−
∫
D
g(y)u(t, y)dy
)
u(t, x);
u(0, x) = u0(x),
(3)
where u0 : D → R+ is a probability density function, i.e.,
∫
D u0(x)dx = 1, and g : D → R
is referred to as the fitness function (see, e.g. Kimura (1965) and Tsimring (1996)). The
condition satisfied by the fitness function g will be imposed later.
We next give the definition of a weak solution of the above extended RM equation (3).
To this purpose, let C∞0 (D) be the space of infinitely differentiable functions with compact
support. Then, a function u : [0, T ]×D → R is called a weak solution of the RM equation
(3) if it satisfies the following variational form: for all test functions f ∈ C∞0 (D),
〈u(t), f〉 = 〈u0, f〉+
∫ t
0
〈u(s), (A + g)f〉ds−
∫ t
0
〈u(s), g〉〈u(s), f〉ds, (4)
where the integral 〈u(t), f〉 := ∫D u(t, x)f(x)dx. One of objectives of the paper is to estab-
lish a closed-form probabilistic representation of the weak solution to the RM equation (3)
1It can be seen that if (b, σ) are sufficiently smooth, then A∗f(x) = 1
2
∑n
i,j=1 ∂
2
xixj
((σσ⊤)ij(x)f(x))−∑n
i=1 ∂xi(bi(x)f(x)) for x ∈ D.
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in the above distributional sense. We provide sufficient conditions satisfied by the fitness
function g under which the solution of (4) admits an explicit form which can be expressed
in terms of the transition density function of some Itoˆ diffusion processes. The main strat-
egy for achieving this aim is to provide a probabilistic representation of the solution of (3)
by using the theory of FPK equations and a martingale extraction approach.
The second objective of this paper is to establish the propagation of chaos of our RM
equation (3) for a relatively large class of fitness functions g. It is in fact equivalent
to the convergence of the empirical measure of a (homogeneous) particle system to an
arbitrary solution to the FPK equation related to (4) with respect to a Wasserstein-like
distance adapted to our probabilistic framework. We also establish a rate of convergence
in the propagation of chaos. This in particular implies uniqueness in the class of all weak
solutions of our RM equation (4).
3 FPK equation and examples
This section introduces a class of FPK equations associated with the RM equation (4).
We establish a probabilistic representation of the solution of the FPK equation and then
the probabilistic solution of (4) follows by assuming the absolute continuity of the initial
date of the FPK equation w.r.t. Lebesgue measure. Finally, we provide examples with
closed-form probabilistic solutions for different fitness functions considered in the existing
literature.
3.1 Probabilistic solution of FPK equation
Denote by P(D) the set of probability measures on BD (i.e., the σ-algebra generated by
the open subsets of D). For p ≥ 1, let Pp(D) ⊂ P(D) be the set of probability measures
on BD with finite p-order moment. We introduce the FPK equation associated with (4),
which is given by, for f ∈ C∞0 (D),
〈µt, f〉 = 〈ρ0, f〉+
∫ t
0
〈µs, (A + g)f〉ds −
∫ t
0
〈µs, f〉〈µs, g〉ds, t ∈ [0, T ], (5)
where the initial datum ρ0 ∈ P(D) and the integral 〈µt, f〉 :=
∫
D fdµt for t ∈ [0, T ].
Remark 3.1. If the initial datum ρ0 of the FPK equation (5) admits a density function
given by u0(x) for x ∈ D, namely, ρ0(dx) = u0(x)dx, then, for any t ∈ [0, T ], the solution
µt(dx) = u(t, x)dx, where u(t, x) for (t, x) ∈ [0, T ] ×D is the (weak) solution of the RM
equation (4).
The following lemma provides a probabilistic representation of the P(D)-valued solu-
tion µ = (µt)t∈[0,T ] for the FPK equation.
Lemma 3.2. Let assumptions (Ab,σ) and (AX) hold. Assume that the fitness function
g : D → R satisfies that
(Ag) For any (t, x) ∈ [0, T ] × D, E[exp(
∫ t
0 g(X
x
s )ds)] < +∞. Moreover, for t ∈ [0, T ],
x→ E[exp(∫ t0 g(Xxs )ds)] is in L1(D; ρ0), where Xxt := X0,xt for t ∈ [0, T ].
Let us define that, for t ∈ [0, T ],
µt =
∫
D E
[
δXyt
exp
(∫ t
0 g(X
y
s )ds
)]
ρ0(dy)∫
D E
[
exp
(∫ t
0 g(X
y
s )ds
)]
ρ0(dy)
, on BD, (6)
where δ denotes Dirac-delta measure. Then, µ = (µt)t∈[0,T ] defined by (6) is a P(D)-valued
solution of the FPK equation (5).
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Proof. It is obvious to see that µt defined by (6) is a probability measure on BD for any
t ∈ [0, T ], where µ0 = ρ0. We define that
ht :=
∫
D
E
[
exp
(∫ t
0
g(Xys )ds
)]
ρ0(dy), t ∈ [0, T ],
which is well-defined due to the assumption (Ag). By virtue of the representation (6), we
have that, for s ∈ [0, T ],
hs〈µs, g〉 =
∫
D
E
[
g(Xys ) exp
(∫ s
0
g(Xyr )dr
)]
ρ0(dy).
Integrate on both sides of the above equality w.r.t. s from 0 to t ∈ (0, T ], it follows from
the Fubini’s theorem that∫ t
0
hs〈µs, g〉ds =
∫
D
E
[∫ t
0
g(Xys ) exp
(∫ s
0
g(Xyr )dr
)
ds
]
ρ0(dy)
=
∫
D
E
[
exp
(∫ t
0
g(Xys )ds
)]
ρ0(dy)− 1 = ht − 1.
This yields the ODE given by h′t = ht〈µt, g〉 with h0 = 1. Then, it holds that, for t ∈ [0, T ],
exp
(∫ t
0
〈µs, g〉ds
)
=
∫
D
E
[
exp
(∫ t
0
g(Xys )ds
)]
ρ0(dy). (7)
It follows from (6) and (7) that
µt =
∫
R
E
[
δXyt exp
(∫ t
0
(g(Xys )− 〈µs, g〉)ds
)]
ρ0(dy), on BD. (8)
Then, for any test function f ∈ C∞0 (D), by applying Itoˆ formula to f(Xyt ), which yields
that
E
[
f(Xyt ) exp
(∫ t
0
(g(Xys )− 〈µs, g〉)ds
)]
= f(y)
+
∫ t
0
E
[
exp
(∫ s
0
(g(Xyr )− 〈µr, g〉)dr
)
Af(Xys )
]
ds
+
∫ t
0
E
[
exp
(∫ s
0
(g(Xyr )− 〈µr, g〉)dr
)
f(Xys )(g(X
y
s )− 〈µs, g〉)
]
ds.
Integrate on both sides of the above equality w.r.t. ρ0(dy). Then, by virtue of (8), we
arrive at
〈µt, f〉 = 〈ρ0, f〉+
∫ t
0
〈µs,Af〉ds+
∫ t
0
〈µs, gf − 〈µs, g〉f〉ds.
This yields the FPK equation (5).
3.2 Closed-form representation of µ given by (6)
We study a closed-form representation of the P(D)-valued function µ given by (6) in
Lemma 3.2 by applying the martingale approach. We find that the obtained explicit form
of µ can be in fact represented in terms of the transition density function of a class of Itoˆ
diffusion processes. Moreover, we provide examples in which the expressions of µ and its
density admit complete closed-form.
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By (6), the representation of µ can be reduced to identify the following function: for
f ∈ Cb(D), i.e., the space of bounded continuous functions on D, define
Φf (t, x) := E
[
f(Xxt ) exp
(∫ t
0
g(Xxs )ds
)]
, (t, x) ∈ [0, T ] ×D, (9)
where the process Xx = (X0,xt )t∈[0,T ] is the unique strong solution of SDE (2). We next
apply a martingale approach to give a closed-form representation of µ when the coefficients
of equation (b, σ, g) satisfy an additional constraint.
Lemma 3.3. Let assumptions (Ab,σ), (AX) and (Ag) hold. Assume additionally that
(i) the fitness function g ∈ C2(D) and satisfies that, for all x ∈ D,
Ag(x) = C1 ∈ R, and ∇xg(x)⊤σ(x) = C2 ∈ R1×m, (10)
where the operator A acted on C2(D) is given by (1).
(ii) for y ∈ D, let Xy = (Xyt )t∈[0,T ] be the strong solution of the following SDE:
X
y
t = y +
∫ t
0
b(s,X
y
s)ds+
∫ t
0
σ(X
y
s)dWs, (11)
where the time-dependent function b(t, x) := b(x)− tσ(x)C⊤2 for (t, x) ∈ [0, T ] ×D.
Then, for any T > 0, the solution µ given by (6) of the FPK equation (5) admits the
following form:
µt(dx) =
etg(x)
∫
D P(X
y
t ∈ dx)ρ0(dy)∫
R
etg(z)
∫
D P(X
y
t ∈ dz)ρ0(dy)
, t ∈ [0, T ]. (12)
Moreover, if ρ0(dx) = u0(x)dx and the density function p(t, y;x) of X
y
t for t ∈ [0, T ]
exists, namely
P(X
y
t ∈ dx) = p(t, y;x)dx,
then, for all t ∈ [0, T ], the probability measure µt(dx) = u(t, x)dx. Here u(t, x) satisfies
the extended RM equation (4), and it has the following representation given by
u(t, x) =
etg(x)
∫
D p(t, y;x)u0(y)dy∫
D e
tg(z)
(∫
D p(t, y; z)u0(y)dy
)
dz
, (t, x) ∈ [0, T ] ×D. (13)
Proof. Integration by parts yields that, for (t, y) ∈ [0, T ]×D,∫ t
0
g(Xys )ds = tg(X
y
t )−
∫ t
0
sAg(Xys )ds−
∫ t
0
s∇xg(Xys )⊤σ(Xys )dWs
= tg(Xyt ) +
∫ t
0
{1
2
s2∇xg(Xys )⊤(σσ⊤)(Xys )∇xg(Xys )− sAg(Xys )}ds
−
∫ t
0
s∇xg(Xys )⊤σ(Xys )dWs −
1
2
∫ t
0
s2∇xg(Xys )⊤(σσ⊤)(Xys )∇xg(Xys )ds.
Note that, by (10) in the condition (i), we have that Ag(x) ≡ C1 ∈ R and ∇xg(x)⊤σ(x) =
C2 ∈ R1×m. Then, by verifying the Novikov’s condition, we can define a (P,F)-martingale
as follows:
Nt := exp
(
−
∫ t
0
sC2dWs − C2C
⊤
2
6
t3
)
, t ∈ [0, T ].
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Therefore, by virtue of (9), for (t, y) ∈ [0, T ]×D,
Φf (t, y) = E
[
Ntf(X
y
t ) exp
(
tg(Xyt ) +
C2C
⊤
2
6
t3 − C1
2
t2
)]
. (14)
Let us define dQdP |Ft = Nt, for t ∈ [0, T ]. Then Bt := Wt + C⊤2 t for t ∈ [0, T ] is an
m-dimensional Brownian motion under the probability measure Q. Moreover, under the
new probability measure Q, the dynamics of the process Xy = (Xyt )t∈[0,T ] is given by, for
y ∈ D,
X
y
t = y +
∫ t
0
(b(Xys )− sσ(Xys )C⊤2 )ds+
∫ t
0
σ(Xys )dBs.
By applying (14), we arrive at
Φf (t, y) = exp
(
C2C
⊤
2
6
t3 − C1
2
t2
)
EQ
[
f(Xyt )e
tg(Xyt )
]
= exp
(
C2C
⊤
2
6
t3 − C1
2
t2
)∫
D
f(x)etg(x)Q(Xyt ∈ dx).
Then, the solution representation (6) yields that, for t ∈ [0, T ],
∫
D
f(x)µt(dx) =
∫
D f(x)e
tg(x)
∫
DQ(X
y
t ∈ dx)ρ0(dy)∫
D e
tg(x)
∫
DQ(X
y
t ∈ dx)ρ0(dy)
. (15)
Note that Q(Xyt ∈ dx) = P(X
y
t ∈ dx). Therefore, the desired results (12) and (13) follows
from the equality (15).
Lemma 3.3 works well for the case where the drift and volatility functions (b, σ) are
constant matrix and the fitness function g is a linear mapping. This is documented in the
following example:
Examples 3.4. Consider m = n, b(x) ≡ b ∈ Rn and σ(x) ≡ σ ∈ Rn×n. Let σ ∈ Rn×n be
invertible and its invertible matrix is given by σ−1. In this example, SDE (2) is reduced
to a drift-Brownian motion described as:
Xxt = x+ bt+ σWt, t ∈ [0, T ].
Therefore, the domain D = Rn. For any C2 ∈ R1×n, we consider the following fitness
function given by
g(x) = C2σ
−1x, x ∈ Rn×1. (16)
Then, a direct calculation yields that, for all t ∈ [0, T ],
E
[
exp
(∫ t
0
g(Xxs )ds
)]
= etC2σ
−1x+ t
2
2
C2σ−1bE
[
exp
(
tC2Wt − C2
∫ t
0
sdWs
)]
= exp
(
tC2σ
−1x+
t2
2
C2σ
−1b+
√
3
6
t
3
2
√
C2C
⊤
2
)
.
If the initial datum ρ0 of the FPK equation (5) satisfies
∫
D e
tC2σ−1xρ0(dx) <∞, then the
assumption (Ag) holds. Thus, we have from (16) that
Ag ≡ C1 := C2σ−1b ∈ R.
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Using the condition (ii) of Lemma 3.3, the process X
y
= (X
y
t )t∈[0,T ] is given by
X
y
t = y + bt−
σC⊤2
2
t2 + σWt, (t, y) ∈ [0, T ] ×Rn.
Hence, under the original probability measure P, we have that
X
y
t ∼ N
(
y + bt− σC
⊤
2
2
t2, σσ⊤t
)
, t ∈ (0, T ].
This implies that the density function p(t, y;x) of X
y
t has the following closed-form repre-
sentation given by p(0, y;x) = δx−y, and for (t, x, y) ∈ (0, T ]× R2n,
p(t, y;x) =
1
(2π)
n
2
1√
det(σσ⊤)t
(17)
× exp
{
− 1
2t
(
x− y − bt+ σC
⊤
2
2
t2
)⊤
(σσ⊤)−1
(
x− y − bt+ σC
⊤
2
2
t2
)}
.
It follows from (13) in Lemma 3.3 that the density function of µt is given by
u(t, x) =
eC2σ
−1xt ∫
Rn
p(t, y;x)u0(y)dy∫
Rn
eC2σ
−1zt
(∫
Rn
p(t, y; z)u0(y)dy
)
dz
, (t, x) ∈ [0, T ] × Rn. (18)
This in fact establishes the probabilistic representation of the weak solution to the following
RM equation with the fitness space D = Rn:

∂tu(t, x) =
σσ⊤
2
∆u(t, x)− b⊤∇xu(t, x) +
(
g(x) −
∫
Rn
g(y)u(t, y)dy
)
u(t, x);
u(0, x) = u0(x), x ∈ Rn.
(19)
A special case of Example 3.4 above is the one-dimensional RM equation with b ≡ 0,
σ =
√
2 and the fitness function g(x) = x for x ∈ R. Then, Eq. (19) becomes that

∂tu(t, x) = ∆u(t, x) +
(
x−
∫
R
yu(t, y)dy
)
u(t, x);
u(0, x) = u0(x), x ∈ R.
(20)
The explicit solution to the RM equation (20) has been studied by Alfaro and Carles
(2014). We next verify that the probabilistic solution (18) of the RM equation (20)
coincides with the solution form given by (2.3) of Theorem 2.3 in Alfaro and Carles (2014)
via a tricky transform of the solution based on the Avron-Herbst formula. In fact, in view
of Lemma 3.3, from (16) and (17), it results in C2 =
√
2, and hence
p(t, y;x) =
1
2
√
πt
exp
(
−(x− y + t
2)2
4t
)
, (t, x, y) ∈ [0, T ] × R2. (21)
This yields that the probability solution (18) of the RM equation (20) is given by, for
(t, x, y) ∈ [0, T ]× R2,
u(t, x) =
etx
∫
R
exp
(
− (x−y+t2)24t
)
u0(y)dy∫
R
etz
(∫
R
exp
(
− (z−y+t2)24t
)
u0(y)dy
)
dz
. (22)
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By (6) and the assumption (Ag), it is not difficult to verify that, for t ∈ [0, T ),
∫
R
xu(t, x)dx =
∫
R
xµt(dx) =
∫
D E
[
X
y
t exp
(∫ t
0 g(X
y
s )ds
)]
ρ0(dy)∫
D E
[
exp
(∫ t
0 g(X
y
s )ds
)]
ρ0(dy)
<∞.
A direct calculation gives that∫
R
etz
(∫
R
exp
(
−(z − y + t
2)2
4t
)
u0(y)dy
)
dz =
∫
R2
exp
(−(z − y − t2)2
4t
+ ty
)
u0(y)dzdy
=
√
4πt
∫
R
etyu0(y)dy.
Therefore, for (t, x) ∈ [0, T ) × R,
u(t, x) =
etx
∫
R
exp
(
− (x−y+t2)24t
)
u0(y)dy∫
R
etz
(∫
R
exp
(
− (z−y+t2)24t
)
u0(y)dy
)
dz
=
etx√
4πt
∫
R
exp
(
− (x−y+t2)24t
)
u0(y)dy∫
R
etyu0(y)dy
, (23)
this is the solution representation given by (2.3) of Theorem 2.3 in Alfaro and Carles
(2014).
However, the condition (10) in Lemma 3.3 on the coefficients (b, σ, g) is very restrictive.
In order to bypass this constraint on (b, σ, g), we next apply a martingale extraction
approach to identify the function Φf defined by (9). More precisely, recall the operator
A acted on C2(D) which is defined by (1). Let (λ, φ) be an eigenpair (if exists) of the
following characteristic equation given by
(A + g(x))φ(x) = −λφ(x), x ∈ D. (24)
Then, it follows from (24) and Itoˆ formula that, for y ∈ D,
M
y
t :=
1
φ(y)
exp
(
λt+
∫ t
0
g(Xys )ds
)
φ(Xyt ), t ∈ [0, T ] (25)
is a local (P,F)-martingale with My0 = 1. Then, by (9), it holds that
Φf (t, y) = e−λtφ(y)E
[
M
y
t
f(Xyt )
φ(Xyt )
]
, (t, y) ∈ [0, T ] ×D. (26)
A key observation is that the expectation in (26) does not depend on the path of the
process Xy. Then, this gives that
Theorem 3.5. Let assumptions (Ab,σ), (AX) and (Ag) hold. Assume additionally that,
for all y ∈ D,
(i) there exists an eigenpair (λ, φ) of the characteristic equation (24) such that the pro-
cess My = (Myt )t∈[0,T ] defined by (25) is a (P,F)-martingale.
(ii) let X
y
= (X
y
t )t∈[0,T ] be the strong solution of the following SDE: for t ∈ [0, T ],
X
y
t = y +
∫ t
0
(b(X
y
s) + σ(X
y
s)σ(X
y
s)
⊤)ds +
∫ t
0
σ(X
y
s)dWs, (27)
where the function σ(x) := ∇xφ(x)
⊤
φ(x) σ(x) for x ∈ D.
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Then, for any T > 0, the solution µ given by (6) of the FPK equation (5) admits the
following form:
µt(dx) =
1
φ(x)
∫
D φ(y)P(X
y
t ∈ dx)ρ0(dy)∫
D
∫
D
φ(y)P(X
y
t ∈dz)ρ0(dy)
φ(z)
, t ∈ (0, T ]. (28)
Moreover, if ρ0(dx) = u0(x)dx and the density function p(t, y;x) of X
y
t for t ∈ (0, T ]
exists, in other words,
P(X
y
t ∈ dx) = p(t, y;x)dx,
then, for all t ∈ [0, T ], the probability measure µt(dx) = u(t, x)dx. Here, u(t, x) satisfies
the extended RM equation (4), and it admits the following representation given by
u(t, x) =
1
φ(x)
∫
D φ(y)p(t, y;x)u0(y)dy∫
D
∫
D
φ(y)p(t,y;z)u0(y)dy
φ(z) dz
, (t, x) ∈ [0, T ]×D. (29)
Proof. By using (25) and (24), the dynamics of the martingaleMy defined by (25) is given
by, for y ∈ D,
dM
y
t =M
y
t
∇xφ(Xyt )⊤σ(Xyt )
φ(Xyt )
dWt =M
y
t σ(X
y
t )dWt, M
y
0 = 1. (30)
Define dQdP |Ft = Myt for t ∈ [0, T ]. Then, from Girsanov’s theorem, it follows that Bt :=
Wt −
∫ t
0 σ(X
y
s )⊤ds for t ∈ [0, T ] is an m-dimensional Brownian motion under the new
probability measure Q. Then, under Q, the dynamics of the process Xy = (Xyt )t∈[0,T ] is
given by, for (t, y) ∈ [0, T ]×D,
X
y
t = y +
∫ t
0
(b(Xys ) + σ(X
y
s )σ(X
y
s )
⊤)ds+
∫ t
0
σ(Xys )dBs.
By virtue of (26), we have that, for (t, y) ∈ [0, T ] ×D,
Φf (t, y) = e−λtφ(y)EQ
[
f(Xyt )
φ(Xyt )
]
= e−λtφ(y)
∫
D
f(x)
φ(x)
Q(Xyt ∈ dx).
Apply Lemma 3.2, we obtain that, for all test functions f ∈ C∞0 (D),∫
D
f(x)µ(dx) =
∫
D
f(x)
φ(x)
∫
D φ(y)Q(X
y
t ∈ dx)ρ0(dy)∫
D
∫
D
φ(y)Q(Xyt ∈dx)ρ0(dy)
φ(x)
. (31)
Note that Q(Xyt ∈ dx) = P(X
y
t ∈ dx). Then, the desired result follows from (31).
In order to apply Theorem 3.5, the key point is to identify an eigenpair (λ, φ) of the
characteristic equation (24) so to satisfy the condition (i) of Theorem 3.5. We next provide
examples in which we illustrate how to verify this condition (i) and derive the probability
solution (28)-(29) explicitly. We first consider the one-dimensional case, i.e., n = m = 1.
In this case, let D = (α, β) with −∞ ≤ α < β ≤ +∞. For this purpose, for a function
V : D → R which is locally Ho¨lder continuous, we define the following operator acted on
C2(D) as:
HV := A+ V. (32)
We call a positive function φ ∈ C2(D) a positive harmonic function of HV if HV φ = 0.
A function φ ∈ C2(D) is said to be an invariant function of the semigroup generated by
HV if E[e
∫ t
0
V (Xxs )dsφ(Xxt )] = φ(x) for (t, x) ∈ [0, T ]×D. The following result provides the
necessary and sufficient condition under which a positive harmonic function of HV on D
is also an invariant function of the semigroup generated by this operator.
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Lemma 3.6 (Theorem 5.1.8. in Pinsky (1995)). Let the assumption (Ab,σ) and (AX)
hold and x0 ∈ D. Then, a positive harmonic function of HV is also an invariant function
of the semigroup generated by HV if and only if the following conditions hold:∫ x0
α
[
1
φ2(x)
exp
(
−
∫ x
x0
2b(z)
σ2(z)
dz
)∫ x0
x
φ2(y)
σ2(y)
exp
(∫ y
x0
2b(z)
σ2(z)
dz
)
dy
]
dx = +∞,
∫ β
x0
[
1
φ2(x)
exp
(
−
∫ x
x0
2b(z)
σ2(z)
dz
)∫ x
x0
φ2(y)
σ2(y)
exp
(∫ y
x0
2b(z)
σ2(z)
dz
)
dy
]
dx = +∞. (33)
Lemma 3.6 can be used to verify the martingale property of My = (Myt )t∈[0,T ] defined
by (25) in some one-dimensional cases. We next provide examples in the one-dimensional
case by applying Lemma 3.6.
Examples 3.7. Consider m = n = 1, b(x) = κ(θ − x), and σ(x) = σ for x ∈ D := R,
where θ, κ ∈ R with κ 6= 0 and σ > 0. Then, assumptions (Ab,σ) and (AX) are satisfied.
In this case, the process Xt,x = (Xt,xs )s∈[t,T ] given by (2) satisfies that, for all (t, x) ∈
[0, T ]× R,
dXt,xs = κ(θ −Xt,xs )ds + σdWs, Xt,xt = x ∈ R. (34)
The fitness function is given by g(x) = −x for x ∈ R. We next compute E[exp(− ∫ t0 X0,xs ds)]
for (t, x) ∈ [0, T ]× R. In fact, we have that∫ t
0
X0,xs ds = (1− e−κt)(x− κ−1θ) + κθt+ σWt − σe−κt
∫ t
0
eκsdWs.
This yields that
∫ t
0 X
0,x
s ds ∼ N(µ(t, x), σ2(t)) for t ∈ (0, T ], where µ(t, x) := (1−e−κt)(x−
κ−1θ) + κθt and σ2(t) := σ2t+ σ
2
2κ(1− e−2κt)− 2σ
2
κ (1− e−κt). Therefore, for t ∈ [0, T ],
E
[
exp
(
−
∫ t
0
X0,xs ds
)]
= e−µ(t,x)+
1
2
σ2(t). (35)
Moreover, it results in∫
R
E
[
exp
(
−
∫ t
0
X0,xs ds
)]
ρ0(dx) = e
σ2(t)
2
+(1−e−κt)κ−1θ−κθt
∫
R
e−(1−e
−κt)xρ0(dx).
This implies that if the initial data ρ0 of the FPK equation (5) satisfies that∫
R
e−(1−e
−κt)xρ0(dx) <∞, (36)
then the assumption (Ag) is satisfied.
Define V (x) := g(x) + λ = λ − x for x ∈ R. Thus, the characterize equation (24)
becomes HV φ = 0. For λ ∈ R, let us define
µ(λ) :=


1
κ
(
λ− θ + σ
2
2κ2
)
, κ > 0;
1
|κ|
(
λ− θ + σ
2
2κ2
+ κ
)
, κ < 0.
(37)
We take λ so that µ(λ) ≤ 0. Then, together with Lemma 3.6, by applying Proposition 6.2
and Theorem 6.2 in Qin and Linetsky (2016), the associated semigroup generated by HV
(depending on λ) has invariant functions given by:
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(i) for µ(λ) < 0, the invariant functions are of the form:
φλ(x) = C1e
z(x)2ǫ
4 Eµ(z(x)− α) + C2e
z(x)2ǫ
4 Eµ(α− z(x)), C1, C2 > 0, (38)
where α := σ
√
2
|κ|3 , z(x) :=
√
2|κ|
σ (θ − x), and ǫ := sign(κ).
(ii) for µ(λ) = 0, the invariant functions are of the form:
φλ(x) = C1e
z(x)2ǫ
4 Eµ(z(x)− α), C1 > 0. (39)
Here, Eµ(·) denotes the Weber parabolic cylinder function. Noting that the following re-
currence relations on the Weber parabolic cylinder function hold:
Eµ+1(z)− zEµ(z) + µEµ−1(z) = 0, E′µ(z) +
1
2
zEµ(z)− µEµ−1(z) = 0.
Then, we arrive at the following relations given by

d
dz
(
e
z2
4 Eµ(z − α)
)
=
α
2
e
z2
4 Eµ(z − α) + µe
z2
4 Eµ−1(z − α);
d
dz
(
e
z2
4 Eµ(α− z)
)
=
α
2
e
z2
4 Eµ(α− z)− µe
z2
4 Eµ−1(z − α);
d
dz
(
e−
z2
4 Eµ(z − α)
)
= −α
2
e−
z2
4 Eµ(z − α)− e
z2
4 Eµ+1(z − α);
d
dz
(
e−
z2
4 Eµ(α− z)
)
= −α
2
e−
z2
4 Eµ(α− z) + e
z2
4 Eµ+1(α− z).
(40)
Therefore, the dynamic of X
y
t given in the condition (ii) of Theorem 3.5 are respectively
as follows in terms of the sign of κ:

dX
y
t = b
+(X
y
t ) + σdWt, κ > 0;
dX
y
t = b
−(Xyt ) + σdWt, κ < 0.
The drift coefficient functions in the above SDEs are given by:
b
+
(x) := κθ − σ
2
κ
− κx+
√
2|κ|µσC2Eµ−1 (α− z (x))− C1Eµ−1 (z(x)− α)
C2Eµ (α− z (x)) + C1Eµ (α− z (x)) ;
b
−
(x) := κθ +
σ2
κ
− κx+
√
2|κ|σC1Eµ+1 (z(x)− α)− C2Eµ+1 (α− z(x))
C2Eµ (α− z(x)) + C1Eµ (α− z(x)) .
Define W yt := σ
−1y +Wt, N
y,±
t := exp(
∫ t
0 σ
−1b±(σW ys )dW ys − 12σ2
∫ t
0 b
±(σW ys )2ds) and
Y
y
t := σ
−1Xyt for t ∈ [0, T ]. Using Exercise 5.5.38 in Karatzas and Shreve (1991), it
follows that, for all t ∈ (0, T ] and z ∈ R,
P(Y
y
t ≤ z) = E
[
N
y,sgn(κ)
t 1W
y
t ≤z
]
=
∫ z
−∞
E
[
N
y,sgn(κ)
t
∣∣∣W yt = r] p0 (t, yσ ; r
)
dr,
where p0(t, y;x) :=
1√
2πt
exp(− (x−y)22t ) for (t, x, y) ∈ (0, T ]×R2. Therefore, for all (t, x, y) ∈
(0, T ]× R2,
P(X
y
t ≤ x) = P
(
Y
y
t ≤
x
σ
)
=
∫ x
σ
−∞
Φsgn(κ)(t, r, y)p0
(
t,
y
σ
; r
)
dr.
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Here Φ±(t, r, y) := E[Ny,±t |W yt = r] for all (t, r, y) ∈ (0, T ] × R2. Then, the density
function p(t, y;x) of X
y
t for t ∈ (0, T ] is given by, for (t, x, y) ∈ (0, T ] × R2,
p(t, y;x) =
1
σ
Φsgn(κ)
(
t,
x
σ
, y
)
p0
(
t,
y
σ
;
x
σ
)
. (41)
Then, by the solution representation (29) in Theorem 3.5, and (36), for any probability
density function u0 satisfying
∫
R
e−(1−e
−κt)xu0(x)dx < ∞, we have the solution of the
extended RM equation (4) given by
u(t, x) =
1
φλ(x)
∫∞
−∞ φλ(y)p(t, y;x)u0(y)dy∫∞
−∞
∫∞
−∞ φ(y)p(t,y;z)u0(y)dy
φλ(z)
dz
, (t, x) ∈ [0, T ]× R.
Examples 3.8. Consider m = n = 1, b(x) = a+bx, and σ(x) = σ
√
x for x ∈ D := (0,∞),
where a, σ > 0 and b ∈ R. Let the Feller condition hold, i.e., 2a ≥ σ2. Then, assumptions
(Ab,σ) and (AX) are satisfied. In this case, the process X
t,x = (Xt,xs )s∈[t,T ] given by (2)
satisfies that, for all (t, x) ∈ [0, T ] ×D,
dXt,xs = (a+ bX
t,x
s )ds+ σ
√
X
t,x
s dWs, X
t,x
t = x ∈ D. (42)
The fitness function is given by g(x) = −x for x ∈ D. Then, the assumption (Ag) holds.
Define V (x) := g(x) +λ = λ−x for x ∈ D. Thus, the characterize equation (24) becomes
HV φ = 0. Together with Lemma 3.6, by applying Proposition 6.1 and Theorem 6.1 in
Qin and Linetsky (2016), for λ ≤ λ0 := a(
√
b2+2σ2+b)
σ2
, the semigroup generated by HV
(depending on λ) has positive invariant functions φλ with the form given by, for x > 0,
φλ(x) = C1e
κ−γ
σ2
x
K
(
α, β,
2γ
σ2
x
)
, C1 > 0. (43)
Here κ = −b, γ = √κ2 + 2σ2, α = λ−λ0γ , β = 2aσ2 , and K(·, ·, ·) is the Kummer confluent
hypergeometric function. By plugging (43) into (27) and (29), we obtain the dynamic of
X
y
t given in the condition (ii) of Theorem 3.5 as follows:
dX
y
t =

a− γXyt + 2αγβ
K
(
α+ 1, β + 1, 2γ
σ2
X
y
t
)
K
(
α, β, 2γ
σ2
X
y
t
) Xyt

 dt+ σ
√
X
y
t dWt. (44)
For (t, x, y) ∈ [0, T ] × (0,∞)2, let p(t, y;x) be the transition density function of Xyt (note
that p(t, y;x) does not admit a closed-form in general). Then, by (29) of Theorem 3.5, for
any probability density function u0(x) on x ∈ (0,∞), we have the solution of the extended
RM equation (4) given by
u(t, x) =
1
φλ(x)
∫∞
0 φλ(y)p(t, y;x)u0(y)dy∫∞
0
∫∞
0
φλ(y)p(t,y;z)u0(y)dy
φλ(z)
dz
, (t, x) ∈ [0, T ]× (0,∞).
Examples 3.9. Consider m = n = 1, b(x) ≡ 0 and σ(x) ≡ √2σ for x ∈ D = R,
where σ > 0. Then, assumptions (Ab,σ) and (AX) are satisfied. In this case, the process
Xt,x = (Xt,xs )s∈[t,T ] given by (2) satisfies that, for all (t, x) ∈ [0, T ]× R,
Xt,xs = y +
√
2σ(Ws −Wt), s ∈ [t, T ]. (45)
Here, we consider the polynomial confining fitness function of degree 2q which is introduced
in Alfaro and Veruete (2019), i.e., for a given q ∈ N,
g(x) = −x2q +
2q−1∑
l=0
αlx
l, x ∈ R, (46)
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where the sequence of constants αl with l = 0, . . . , 2q − 1. Then, the resulting equa-
tion (3) becomes the integro-differential Cauchy problem studied in Alfaro and Veruete
(2019). Note that the operator A acted on C2(R) is given by
Af(x) = σ2f ′′(x), x ∈ R.
Then, the eigenpair (λ, φ) of the characteristic equation (24) is related to the spectral basis
of Schro¨dinger operator −A− g with confining potential −g. By virtue of (46), it can be
seen that g : R → R is continuous and lim|x|→∞ g(x) = −∞. Then, −A − g has discrete
spectrum, i.e., there is an orthonormal basis (φk)k≥1 ⊂ L2(R) such that (A+g)φk = −λkφk
and ‖φk‖L2(R) = 1, with corresponding eigenvalues
λ0 < λ1 ≤ λ2 ≤ · · · ≤ λk →∞
of finite multiplicity. Moreover, Proposition 2.6 in Alfaro and Veruete (2019) gives that
‖φk‖L∞(R) ≤ Ck
q
2(q+1) , k ≥ 1.
Up to subtracting a constant to g, we can assume without loss of generality that g ≤ 0.
This yields the assumption (Ag). Recall the local martingale M
y defined by (25) with the
eigenpair (λk, φk) for k ≥ 1. Then, it holds that, My0 = 1 and for t ∈ (0, T ],
dM
k,y
t =
√
2σ
φk(y)
exp
(
λt+
∫ t
0
g(Xys )ds
)
φ′k(X
y
t )dWt.
Note that, the normalized eigenfunction φk for k ≥ 1 satisfies that
σ2
∫
R
|φ′k(x)|2dx−
∫
R
g(x)|φk(x)|2dx = λk, (47)
this yields that φ′k(±∞) = 0. Therefore φ′k for k ≥ 1 is bounded on R. This implies that
the local martingale Mk,y defined by (25) with the eigenpair (λk, φk) is a (P,F)-martingale.
In other words, the condition (i) of Theorem 3.5 holds.
For k ≥ 1 and y ∈ R, consider the following SDE given by
Y
k,y
t =
y√
2σ
+
∫ t
0
σk(
√
2σY
k,y
s )ds+Wt, t ∈ [0, T ], (48)
where σk(x) :=
√
2
φ′
k
(x)
φk(x)
σ for x ∈ R. Then, the process Xk,y = (Xk,yt )t∈[0,T ] given in
Theorem 3.5-(ii) is given by
X
k,y
t =
√
2σY
k,y
t , t ∈ [0, T ].
By applying Exercise 5.5.38 in Karatzas and Shreve (1991), we arrive at, for all t ∈ (0, T ]
and z ∈ R,
P(Y
k,y
t ≤ z) = E
[
N
k,y
t 1W
y
t ≤z
]
=
∫ z
−∞
E
[
N
k,y
t
∣∣∣W yt = r] p0
(
t,
y√
2σ
; r
)
dr,
where W yt =
y√
2σ
+ Wt and N
k,y
t := exp(
∫ t
0 σk(
√
2σW ys )dW
y
s − 12
∫ t
0 σ
2
k(
√
2σW ys )ds) for
(t, y) ∈ [0, T ]× R. Here p0(t, y;x) := 1√2πt exp(−
(x−y)2
2t ) for (t, x, y) ∈ (0, T ] × R2. There-
fore, for all (t, x, y) ∈ (0, T ] × R2,
P(X
k,y
t ≤ x) = P
(
Y
k,y
t ≤
x√
2σ
)
=
∫ x√
2σ
−∞
Φk(t, r, y)p0
(
t,
y√
2σ
; r
)
dr.
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Here Φk(t, r, y) := E[N
k,y
t |W yt = r] for all (t, r, y) ∈ (0, T ]×R2. Then, the density function
pk(t, y;x) of X
k,y
t for t ∈ (0, T ] exists, and it is given by, for (t, x, y) ∈ (0, T ] × R2,
pk(t, y;x) =
1√
2σ
Φk
(
t,
x√
2σ
, y
)
p0
(
t,
y√
2σ
;
x√
2σ
)
. (49)
Then, for k ≥ 1, the function defined below
uk(t, x) =
1
φk(x)
∫
R
φk(y)pk(t, y;x)u0(y)dy∫
R
∫
R
φk(y)pk(t,y;z)u0(y)dy
φk(z)
dz
, (t, x) ∈ [0, T ] × R (50)
is a (weak) solution of of the extended RM equation (4). If the uniqueness of solutions of
the extended RM equation (4) holds, then uk = ul for k 6= l. The uniqueness of solutions
of the extended RM equation (4) will be implied by the propagation of chaos which will be
established in Section 4.
The example with multi-dimensional fitness space and quadratic fitness function is
provided below:
Examples 3.10. Consider m = n ≥ 1, b(x) = b + Bx, and σ(x) ≡ σ for x ∈ D := Rn,
where b ∈ Rn, B ∈ Rn×n and σ ∈ Rn×n which is an invertible matrix, so that a := σσ⊤ is
strictly positive definite. The fitness function is given by g(x) = −r(x) for x ∈ Rn, and
r(x) = α+ δ⊤x+ x⊤Gx, x ∈ Rn, (51)
where α ∈ R, δ ∈ Rn, and G ∈ Rn×n is a symmetric positive semi-definite matrix. They
are taken to be such that r(x) is non-negative for all x ∈ Rn. Then, the assumption (Ag)
holds. Let V = g(x) + λ = λ − r(x) for x ∈ Rn, then the characteristic equation (24)
becomes HV φ = 0. Let H ∈ Rn×n satisfies the following continuous-time algebraic Riccati
equation:
2HaH −B⊤H −HB −G = 0, (52)
and v ∈ Rn satisfies the following linear equation:
2HaH −B⊤v − 2Hb− δ = 0. (53)
By Section 6.2.2 of Qin and Linetsky (2016), the eigenpair (λ, φ) of the characteristic
equation (24) which satisfies the condition (i) of Theorem 3.5 is given by
(λ, φ(x)) =
(
α− 1
2
v⊤av + tr(aV ) + v⊤b, exp
(
−v⊤x− x⊤Hx
))
, x ∈ Rn, (54)
where tr denotes the trance operator. Define σ(x) = −(v+2Hx)⊤σ for x ∈ Rn. Therefore,
the process X
y
= (X
y
t )t∈[0,T ] given in the condition (ii) of Theorem 3.5 satisfies that, for
y ∈ Rn,
X
y
t = y +
∫ t
0
(b+BX
y
s + σσ(X
y
s)
⊤)ds + σWt. (55)
Note that the process X
y
is an n-dimensional affine process and hence the transition density
function p(t, y;x) of X
y
exists and the characteristic function of p(t, y; ·) has exponential-
affine dependence on y ∈ Rn, see Theorem 2.7 of Duffie, et al. (2003). In fact, we can
rewrite the process X
y
described as (55) as in the form given by, for y ∈ Rn,
X
y
t = e
Γty +
∫ t
0
eΓ(t−s)βds+
∫ t
0
eΓ(t−s)σdWs, t ∈ [0, T ],
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where β := b− σσ⊤v and Γ = B − 2σσ⊤H. This yields that, for t ∈ (0, T ],
X
y
t ∼ N (µt,Σt) ,
where µt := e
Γty +
∫ t
0 e
Γ(t−s)βds and Σt :=
∫ t
0 e
Γ(t−s)σσ⊤(eΓ(t−s))⊤ds. Therefore, the
transition density function of X
y
t is given by: for (t, x, y) ∈ (0, T ] × R2n,
p(t, y;x) =
1√
(2π)ndet(Σt)
exp
(
−1
2
(x− µt)⊤Σ−1t (x− µt)
)
. (56)
Then, by (29) of Theorem 3.5, for any probability density function u0(x) on x ∈ Rn, we
have the solution of the extended RM equation (4) given by
u(t, x) =
1
φ(x)
∫
Rn
φ(y)p(t, y;x)u0(y)dy∫
Rn
∫
Rn
φ(y)p(t,y;z)u0(y)dy
φ(z) dz
, (t, x) ∈ [0, T ]× Rn.
4 Propagation of chaos
The aim of this section is to establish the propagation of chaos of the FPK equation (5).
It is equivalent to the convergence of the empirical measure of a particle system to an
arbitrary solution to the FPK equation (5) with respect to a suitable distance adapted to
our probabilistic framework.
4.1 Particle system
Building upon the probabilistic solution form of the extended RM equation discussed in
Section 3, we construct a suitable coupling between a particle system and the realization
of the solution to the FPK equation (5).
Before introducing the state dynamics of the particle system proposed in this section,
we first impose the following assumption on the fitness function used in this section:
(Agl) (i) the fitness function g : D → R is continuous and bounded from above; (ii) there
exists a polynomial Qg : R+ → R+ such that
|g(x) − g(y)| ≤ Qg(|x|+ |y|)|x− y|, for all x, y ∈ D. (57)
Note that the condition (i) on the boundedness from above of g in the assumption (Agl)
implies the assumption (Ag). It can be seen that the fitness functions in the examples
presented in Section 3 satisfy the condition (57) in the assumption (Agl). We next describe
the particle system. More precisely, applying the solution representation (6) of the FPK
equation given in Lemma 3.2, we introduce the following particle system as follows: let
the number of particles be given by N ≥ 1. For i = 1, . . . , N , the dynamics of the state
process of the i-th particle is given by, for t ∈ [0, T ],
dXit = b(X
i
t)dt+ σ(X
i
t )dW
i
t , X
i
0 ∈ D, (58)
whereW i = (W it )t∈[0,T ], i = 1, . . . , N andW = (Wt)t∈[0,T ] are independent (m-dimensional)
Brownian motions under the filtered probability space (Ω,F ,F,P). Here, the initial values
(Xi0)i≥1 is assumed to satisfy that
(AX0) For q ≥ 2, the sequence of r.v.s (Xi0)i≥1 is i.i.d. according to the probability distri-
bution ρ0 ∈ P(deg(Qg)+1)q(D), where deg(Qg) denotes the degree of the polynomial
Qg which is given in the assumption (Agl).
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We also strengthen the assumption on the coefficients (b, σ) of SDE (2) imposed in (Ab,σ)
used in the previous section as:
(A′b,σ) b : D → Rn×1 and σ : D → Rn×m are Lipschitiz continuous with linear growth.
The current assumption (A′b,σ) can yield the assumption (AX), and moreover, under the
assumption (AX0), for q ≥ 2, there exists a constant C = Cg,q,b,σ,T > 0 such that
E
[
sup
t∈[0,T ]
∣∣Xit ∣∣(deg(Qg)+1)q
]
≤ C
{
1 + E
[
|Xi0|(deg(Qg)+1)q
]}
<∞, (59)
see also Chapter 5 in Karatzas and Shreve (1991).
Motivated from the solution representation (6) of the FPK equation (5) given in
Lemma 3.2, we introduce the following sequence of P(D)-valued processes defined by,
for N ≥ 1, and t ∈ [0, T ],
µNt =
1
N
∑N
i=1 δXit
exp
(∫ t
0 g(X
i
s)ds
)
1
N
∑N
i=1 exp
(∫ t
0 g(X
i
s)ds
) , on BD. (60)
Similarly to (8), for N ≥ 1, the P(D)-valued process µN = (µNt )t∈[0,T ] also satisfies that,
for t ∈ [0, T ],
µNt =
1
N
N∑
i=1
δXit
exp
(∫ t
0
(g(Xis)− 〈µNs , g〉)ds
)
, on BD. (61)
From the representation (61), (µN )N≥1 is in fact a sequence of empirical measure-valued
processes with an exponential weight.
4.2 Metric between µN and µ
This section introduces an appropriate metric between µN and µ for establishing the
propagation of chaos. We first give the following spaces. Let Ps(D) be the set of sub-
probability measures on BD, i.e., for any µ ∈ Ps(D), µ is a finite measure on BD such
that µ(D) ≤ 1. We next introduce the (Alexandroff) one-point compactification. Add
one point which is outside of D to D called “⋆” and define D⋆ := D ∪ {⋆}. Let D be
topologized by a topology T , and we then can define a topology T ⋆ for D⋆ as follows: (i)
each open subset of D is also in T ⋆, i.e., T ⊂ T ⋆; (ii) for each compact set C ⊂ D, define
an element UC ∈ T ⋆ by UC := (D \C)∪{⋆}. Let us define a bijection ι : Ps(D)→ P(D⋆)
as: for any A ∈ B(D⋆),
(ιµ)(A) := µ(A ∩D) + (1− µ(D))δ⋆(A), µ ∈ Ps(D). (62)
Then, the integral of µ ∈ Ps(D) w.r.t. a measurable function f : D⋆ → R is defined as (if
it is well-defined):∫
D⋆
f(x)(ιµ)(dx) =
∫
D
f(x)µ(dx) + f(⋆)(1− µ(D)) = 〈µ, f〉+ f(⋆)(1 − µ(D)). (63)
Consider µ = (µt)t∈[0,T ] as an arbitrary P(D)-valued solution of the FPK equation (5),
and we then define that
µ
g
t := exp
(∫ t
0
〈µs, g〉ds
)
µt, t ∈ [0, T ]. (64)
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This implies that, for any test function f ∈ C∞0 (D),
〈µgt , f〉 = 〈ρ0, f〉+
∫ t
0
〈µgs, (A + g)f〉ds, t ∈ [0, T ]. (65)
For the sequence of empirical measure-valued processes (µN )N≥1 defined by (60), similarly
to (64), we can also define
µ
g,N
t := exp
(∫ t
0
〈µNs , g〉ds
)
µNt , t ∈ [0, T ]. (66)
Hereafter, without loss of generality, we assume that g(x) ≤ 0 for all x ∈ D by the
assumption (Agl). Then, for any t ∈ (0, T ], it follows from (64) and (66) that µgt and
µ
g,N
t are sub-probability measures on BD, i.e., µgt , µg,Nt ∈ Ps(D) (note that µg,N0 = µN
and µg0 = µ0 and hence µ
g,N
0 , µ
g
0 ∈ P(D)).
For the parameter q ≥ 2 given in the assumption (AX0), we next establish a metric
dq,T between µ = (µt)t∈[0,T ] and µN = (µNt )t∈[0,T ] given as follows:
dq,T (µ, µ
N ) :=
{
E
[
sup
t∈[0,T ]
dBL(ιµ
g,N
t , ιµ
g
t )
q
]}1/q
, (67)
where dBL is Fortet-Mourier distance (see, e.g. Section 11.2 of Dudley (2002), page 390),
which is in fact defined as:
dBL(ιµ
g,N
t , ιµ
g
t ) = sup
ψ∈R1
(∫
D⋆
ψ(x)(ιµg,Nt − ιµgt )(dx)
)
. (68)
Here, R1 is the set of (bounded) Lipschitzian continuous functions ψ : D⋆ → R satisfying
‖ψ‖∞ + ‖ψ‖Lip ≤ 1 (where ‖ψ‖∞ := supx∈D⋆ |ψ(x)| and ‖ψ‖Lip denotes the Lipschitzian
coefficient of ψ). Let | · | be the Euclidean norm. Then, we can define a metric d⋆ on D⋆ as
in Mandelkern (1989): fix x0 ∈ D and define l(x) := 11+|x−x0| for x ∈ D. For x1, x2 ∈ D,
define d⋆(x1, x2) := |x1− x2| ∧ (l(x1) + l(x2)), d⋆(x, ⋆) := l(x) for x ∈ D, and d⋆(⋆, ⋆) = 0.
Then, the Lipschitzian coefficient of ψ (as a seminorm) is given by
‖ψ‖Lip = sup
x1 6=x2,x1,x2∈D⋆
|ψ(x1)− ψ(x2)|
d⋆(x1, x2)
.
This implies that, for any ψ ∈ R1, and x1, x2 ∈ D,
|ψ(x1)− ψ(x2)| ≤ |x1 − x2| ∧ (l(x1) + l(x2)) ≤ |x1 − x2|. (69)
In other words, ψ ∈ R1 is also a (bounded) Lipschitzian continuous function on D with
the Lipschitzian coefficient being less than one.
4.3 Propagator of FPK equation
This section establishes the propagator corresponding to the transformed FPK equa-
tion (65), which is defined as: for (t, x) ∈ [0, T ] ×D,
P
g
t,T f(x) := E
[
f(Xt,xT ) exp
(∫ T
t
g(Xt,xs )ds
)]
, f ∈ Cb(D), (70)
where the process Xt,x = (Xt,xs )s∈[t,T ] is the unique strong solution of SDE (2), i.e.,
Xt,xs = x+
∫ s
t
b(Xt,xr )dr +
∫ s
t
σ(Xt,xr )dWr, s ∈ [t, T ].
The following lemma can be proved by verifying the conditions of Theorem 1 and Lemma
2 in Health and Schweizer (2000).
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Lemma 4.1. Let assumptions (Ab,σ), (AX) and (Agl)-(i) hold. Suppose also that
(AD,σ) there exists a sequence (Dk)k∈N of bounded domains with Dk ⊂ D such that⋃∞
k=1Dk = D, each Dk has a C
2-boundary; and for each k ≥ 1, σσ⊤(x) is uniform
elliptic on Rn for (t, x) ∈ [0, T ) ×Dk.
Then, the propagator P gt,T f defined by (70) satisfies that, for (t, x) ∈ (0, T ) ×D,
∂tP
g
t,T f(x) + (A+ g)P gt,T f(x) = 0, P gT,T f(x) = f(x). (71)
The operator A is defined by (1). Moreover, P g·,T f ∈ C1,2((0, T ]×D) ∩C([0, T ]×D) and
there exists a unique classical solution of the Cauchy problem (71).
The propagator defined by (70) can be used to establish the following relation satisfied
by µg,NT − µgT for any fixed T > 0:
Lemma 4.2. Let the conditions of Lemma 4.1 hold. Then, for any fixed T > 0, it holds
that 〈
µ
g,N
T − µgT , f
〉
=
〈
µ
g,N
0 − µg0, P g0,T f
〉
+
1
N
N∑
i=1
∫ T
0
exp
(∫ s
0
g(Xir)dr
)
∇xP gs,Tf(Xis)⊤σ(Xis)dW is , (72)
where P gt,T f for t ∈ [0, T ] is the propagator defined by (70).
Proof. Recall the state process of the particle system Xi = (Xit)t∈[0,T ] defined by (58) for
i ≥ 1. Lemma 4.1 allows us to apply Itoˆ’s formula to P gt,T f(Xit) with t ∈ [0, T ], and we
have that, for t ∈ [0, T ],
P
g
t,T f(X
i
t) = P
g
0,T f(X
i
0) +
∫ t
0
(∂s +A)P gs,Tf(Xis)ds+
∫ t
0
∇xP gs,Tf(Xis)⊤σ(Xis)dW is .
Thus, by Eq. (71) in Lemma 4.1, it yields that
P
g
t,T f(X
i
t) exp
(∫ t
0
g(Xis)ds
)
= P g0,T f(X
i
0)
+
∫ t
0
exp
(∫ s
0
g(Xir)dr
)
∇xP gs,T f(Xis)⊤σ(Xis)dW is .
Recall (66). Then, using (61), it follows that
〈
µ
g,N
t , P
g
t,T f
〉
= exp
(∫ t
0
〈µNs , g〉ds
) 〈
µNt , P
g
t,T f〉 =
1
N
N∑
i=1
P
g
t,T f(X
i
t) exp
(∫ t
0
g(Xis)ds
)
=
〈
µ
g,N
0 , P
g
0,T f
〉
+
1
N
N∑
i=1
∫ t
0
exp
(∫ s
0
g(Xir)dr
)
∇xP gs,T f(Xis)⊤σ(Xis)dW is .
By equalities (65) and (71) in Lemma 4.1, it holds that
∂t〈µgt , P gt,T f〉 = 0, for all t ∈ [0, T ]. (73)
Therefore 〈µgt , P gt,T f〉 = 〈µg0, P g0,T f〉 for all t ∈ [0, T ]. This gives that〈
µ
g,N
t − µgt , P gt,T f
〉
=
〈
µ
g,N
0 − µg0, P g0,T f
〉
+
1
N
N∑
i=1
∫ t
0
exp
(∫ s
0
g(Xir)dr
)
∇xP gs,Tf(Xis)⊤σ(Xis)dW is .
In the equality, taking t = T and using P gT,T f = f given in Lemma 4.1, we arrive at (72).
Thus, we complete the proof of the lemma.
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By (63), we have that, for all ψ ∈ R1,∫
D⋆
ψ(x)(ιµg,Nt − ιµgt )(dx) =
∫
D
ψ⋆(x)(µ
g,N
t − µgt )(dx) =
〈
µ
g,N
t − µgt , ψ⋆
〉
, (74)
where ψ⋆(x) := ψ(x) − ψ(⋆) for x ∈ D. It follows from (69) that ψ⋆ is a (bounded)
Lipschitzian continuous function on D with the Lipschitzian coefficient being less than
one. Then, we have the following estimate of the gradient ∇xPt,Tψ⋆ which is given by
Lemma 4.3. Let assumptions (A′b,σ), (AD,σ) and (Agl) hold. Then, there exists a poly-
nomial Qˆg = Qˆg,b,σ,T : R+ → R+ (depending only on g, b, σ, T ) with deg(Qˆg) = deg(Qg),
such that, for all ψ ∈ R1,
|∇xPt,Tψ⋆(x)| ≤ Qˆg(|x|), (t, x) ∈ [0, T ]×D. (75)
Proof. Note that ‖ψ⋆‖∞ ≤ 2 for all ψ ∈ R1. Then, in view of (70), for all x1, x2 ∈ D,
∣∣∣P gt,Tψ⋆(x1)− P gt,Tψ⋆(x2)∣∣∣2 ≤ 2E
[∣∣∣ψ⋆(Xt,x1T )− ψ⋆(Xt,x2T )∣∣∣2 exp
(
2
∫ T
t
g(Xt,xs )ds
)]
+ 2E
[∣∣∣ψ⋆(Xt,x2T )∣∣∣2
∣∣∣∣exp
(∫ T
t
g(Xt,x1s )ds
)
− exp
(∫ T
t
g(Xt,x2s )ds
)∣∣∣∣
2
]
≤ 2E
[∣∣∣Xt,x1T −Xt,x2T ∣∣∣2
]
+ 8E
[∣∣∣∣
∫ T
t
g(Xt,x1s )ds −
∫ T
t
g(Xt,x2s )ds
∣∣∣∣
2
]
≤ 2E
[∣∣∣Xt,x1T −Xt,x2T ∣∣∣2
]
+ 8T
∫ T
t
E
[∣∣g(Xt,x1s )− g(Xt,x2s )∣∣2] ds. (76)
We first note that, it follows from the assumption (Agl)-(ii) that, for some polynomial
Qg : R+ → R+ and for all s ∈ [t, T ],
E
[∣∣g(Xt,x1s )− g(Xt,x2s )∣∣2] ≤ E [Q2g (∣∣Xt,x1s ∣∣+ ∣∣Xt,x2s ∣∣) ∣∣Xt,x1s −Xt,x2s ∣∣2] (77)
≤ {E [Q4g (∣∣Xt,x1s ∣∣+ ∣∣Xt,x2s ∣∣)]}12 {E [∣∣Xt,x1s −Xt,x2s ∣∣4]} 12 .
On the other hand, by the assumption (A′b,σ), we have that, for k ≥ 1,
E
[
sup
s∈[t,T ]
∣∣Xt,x1s −Xt,x2s ∣∣2k
]
≤ |x1 − x2|2k + Ck
∫ T
t
E
[∣∣Xt,x1s −Xt,x2s ∣∣2k] ds, (78)
where Ck = Cb,σ,T,k is a positive constant which depends on b, σ, T, k. Then, the Gronwall’s
lemma yields that
E
[
sup
s∈[t,T ]
∣∣Xt,x1s −Xt,x2s ∣∣2k
]
≤ |x1 − x2|2ke(T−t)Ck . (79)
Then, it follows from (76), (77) and (79) that, for all (t, x1, x2) ∈ [0, T ] ×D2,∣∣∣P gt,Tψ⋆(x1)− P gt,Tψ⋆(x2)∣∣∣2
≤ 2E
[∣∣∣Xt,x1T −Xt,x2T ∣∣∣2
]
+ 8T
∫ T
t
E
[∣∣g(Xt,x1s )− g(Xt,x2s )∣∣2] ds
≤ 2|x1 − x2|2e(T−t)C1 + 8T 2
∫ T
t
{
E
[
Q4g(
∣∣Xt,x1s ∣∣+ ∣∣Xt,x2s ∣∣)]} 12 {E [∣∣Xt,x1s −Xt,x2s ∣∣4]} 12 ds
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≤ 2e(T−t)C1 |x1 − x2|2 + 8T 2e
(T−t)C2
2 |x1 − x2|2
∫ T
t
{
E
[
Q4g(
∣∣Xt,x1s ∣∣+ ∣∣Xt,x2s ∣∣)]} 12 ds.
It is not difficult to show from (59) that there exists a polynomial Q˜g := Q˜g,b,σ,T : R+ → R+
(which depends on g, b, σ, T only) such that deg(Q˜g) = 2deg(Qg), and for all (t, x1, x2) ∈
[0, T ]×D2,
2e(T−t)C1 + 8T 2e
(T−t)C2
2
∫ T
t
{
E
[
Q4g(
∣∣Xt,x1s ∣∣+ ∣∣Xt,x2s ∣∣)]} 12 ds ≤ Q˜g(|x1|+ |x2|).
Therefore, we arrive at, for all (t, x1, x2) ∈ [0, T ]×D2,∣∣∣P gt,Tψ⋆(x1)− P gt,Tψ⋆(x2)∣∣∣2 ≤ Q˜g(|x1|+ |x2|)|x1 − x2|2. (80)
Thanks to Lemma 4.1, we have that P g·,Tψ⋆ ∈ C1,2((0, T ]×D)∩C([0, T ]×D) by the fact
of ψ⋆ ∈ Cb(D). By letting x2 → x1 in (80), it follows that, for all (t, x) ∈ [0, T ]×D,
|∇xPt,Tψ⋆(x)| ≤ Q˜
1
2
g (2|x|). (81)
Then, the estimate (75) follows from (81) and the fact that Q˜
1
2
g (2|x|) ≤ Qˆg(|x|) for some
polynomial Qˆg := Qˆg,b,σ,T : R+ → R+ with deg(Qˆg) = 12deg(Q˜g) = deg(Qg). Thus, we
complete the proof of the lemma.
We next discuss the estimate (75) in Lemma 4.3 for the one-dimensional case (i.e.,
m = n = 1), but the volatility function σ : D → R of SDE (2) is only Ho¨lder continuous.
To this purpose, we impose the following assumption:
(A1d) for m = n = 1, b : D → R is Lipschitiz continuous and σ : D → R is Ho¨lder
continuous with exponent γ ∈ [12 , 1).
Lemma 4.4. Let assumptions (A1d), (AD,σ) and (Agl) with deg(Qg) = 0 hold. Then,
there exists a constant K = Kg,b,σ,T > 0 such that, for all ψ ∈ R1,
|∇xPt,Tψ⋆(x)| ≤ K, (t, x) ∈ [0, T ] ×D. (82)
Proof. Note that, under the assumption (A1d), the estimate (78) in the proof of Lemma 4.3
does not hold. However, the assumption (A1d) implies that SDE (2) satisfies the Yamada-
Watanabe condition given in Proposition 5.2.13 of Karatzas and Shreve (1991). This yields
from this proposition that, for all s ∈ [t, T ], there exists a constant C = Cb,σ,T > 0 such
that
E
[∣∣Xt,x1s −Xt,x2s ∣∣] ≤ |x1 − x2|+ C
∫ T
t
E
[∣∣Xt,x1s −Xt,x2s ∣∣] ds.
Then, the Gronwall’s lemma yields that, for all s ∈ [t, T ],
E
[∣∣Xt,x1s −Xt,x2s ∣∣] ≤ |x1 − x2|e(T−t)C . (83)
Note that, under the assumption (Agl) with deg(Qg) = 0, the fitness function g : D → R
is hence Lipschitiz continuous. Similarly to (76), we obtain from (83) that
∣∣∣P gt,Tψ⋆(x1)− P gt,Tψ⋆(x2)∣∣∣ ≤ E [∣∣∣Xt,x1T −Xt,x2T ∣∣∣]+ 2
∫ T
t
E
[∣∣g(Xt,x1s )− g(Xt,x2s )∣∣] ds
≤ (1 + 2T‖g‖Lip) eTC |x1 − x2|.
This proves the estimate (82).
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Building upon the auxiliary results established by the above lemmas, we next prove
the main result of this section on the propagation of chaos of the FPK equation (5) with
respect to the metric defined by (67):
Theorem 4.5. Let assumptions (AX0), (A
′
b,σ), (AD,σ) and (Agl) [or assumptions (AX0),
(A1d), (AD,σ) and (Agl) with deg(Qg) = 0] hold. Let µ = (µt)t∈[0,T ] be an arbitrary P(D)-
valued solution of the FPK equation (5) and µN = (µNt )t∈[0,T ] be the P(D)-valued process
given by (60) in Section 4.1. Then, for any T > 0 and N ≥ 1, there exists a constant
C > 0 which is independent of N such that, for any p ≥ 1,
dq,T (µ, µ
N ) ≤ C
(
α(p, q, n,N) +
1
N q−1
)
, q ≥ 2, (84)
where the metric dq,T (·, ·) is defined by (67), and the first rate of convergence rate α(p, q, n,N)
in (84) is given by
α(p, q, n,N) :=


N−
1
2 +N
− p−q
p , q > n2 , p 6= 2q;
N−
1
2 ln(1 +N) +N−
p−q
p , q = n2 , p 6= 2q;
N−
q
n +N−
p−q
p , q < n2 , p 6= nn−q .
(85)
Proof. Using (72) in Lemma 4.2, it results in, for all ψ ∈ R1,〈
µ
g,N
T − µgT , ψ⋆
〉
=
〈
µ
g,N
0 − µg0, P g0,Tψ⋆
〉
+
1
N
N∑
i=1
∫ T
0
exp
(∫ s
0
g(Xir)dr
)
∇xP gs,Tψ⋆(Xis)⊤σ(Xis)dW is . (86)
We next consider the estimate of the first term of the r.h.s. of the equality (86). Note
that
µ
g,N
0 = µ
N
0 =
1
N
N∑
i=1
δXi0
, µ
g
0 = ρ0. (87)
Let φ0 := P0,Tψ⋆ with ψ ∈ R1. Then, it follows from the assumption (AX0) that
(φ0(X
i
0))i≥1 are i.i.d. r.v.s. Let ρ˜0 := L(φ0(X10 )), i.e., the law of the r.v. φ0(X10 ), and
define µ˜N := 1N
∑N
i=1 δφ0(Xi0)
. Then, for I(x) = x for x ∈ D, we obtain from (89) and the
Kantorovich-Rubinstein dual formula (see Villani (2003)) that, for q ≥ 2,
E
[∣∣∣〈µg,N0 − µg0, P g0,Tψ⋆〉∣∣∣q] = E [∣∣∣〈µg,N0 − µg0, φ0〉∣∣∣q] = E [∣∣〈µ˜N − ρ˜0, I〉∣∣q]
≤ E [W1(µ˜N , ρ˜0)q] ≤ E [Wq(µ˜N , ρ˜0)q] . (88)
By (70) and the fact that ‖ψ⋆‖∞ ≤ 2, we have from the assumption (Agl)-(i) (without loss
of generality, we have assumed that g ≤ 0) that ‖φ0‖∞ ≤ 2. Therefore
∫
D |x|pρ˜0(dx) =∫
D |φ0(x)|pρ0(dx) ≤ 2p for any p ≥ 1. Note that, under the assumption (AX0), by
Glivenko-Cantelli’s theorem, the empirical measure µ˜N tends weakly to ρ˜0 as N → ∞.
Moreover, Theorem 1 of Fournier and Guillin (2015) yields that, there is a constant C
depending only on n, p, q such that
E
[Wq(µ˜N0 , ρ˜0)q] ≤ C
(∫
D
|x|pρ˜0(dx)
) q
p
α(p, q, n,N) ≤ 2qCα(p, q, n,N), (89)
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where Wq denotes the Wasserstein metric with order q ≥ 2 on the q-th order Wasserstein
space Pq(D) (see Villani (2003)), and the rate of convergence of rate is given by (85).
Then, in view of (88) and (89), there is a constant C depending only on n, p, q such that
E
[∣∣∣〈µg,N0 − µg0, P g0,Tψ⋆〉∣∣∣q] ≤ Cα(p, q, n,N). (90)
On the other hand, apply the estimate (75) in Lemma 4.3 or the estimate (82) in Lemma 4.4.
Then, for the estimate of the second term of the r.h.s. of the equality (86), under the as-
sumption (AX0), the BDG inequality yields that, for q ≥ 2,
E
[
sup
t∈[0,T ]
∣∣∣∣∣ 1N
N∑
i=1
∫ t
0
exp
(∫ s
0
g(Xir)dr
)
∇xP gs,Tψ⋆(Xis)⊤σ(Xis)dW is
∣∣∣∣∣
q]
≤ C
N q
N∑
i=1
E
[(∫ T
0
exp
(
2
∫ s
0
g(Xir)dr
) ∣∣∣∇xP gs,Tψ⋆(Xis)∣∣∣2 ∣∣σ(Xis)∣∣2 ds
)q/2]
≤ C
N q
N∑
i=1
E
[(∫ T
0
exp
(
2
∫ s
0
g(Xir)dr
)
Qˆ2g(|Xis|)
∣∣σ(Xis)∣∣2 ds
)q/2]
≤ C
N q
N∑
i=1
E
[(∫ T
0
Qˆ2g(|Xis|)
∣∣σ(Xis)∣∣2 ds
)q/2]
=
C
N q−1
E
[(∫ T
0
Qˆ2g(|X1s |)
∣∣σ(X1s )∣∣2 ds
)q/2]
, (91)
for some constant C = Cg,b,σ,q,T > 0 which may be different from line to line, where
we used g ≤ 0 in the assumption (Agl), and Qˆg is the polynomial with deg(Qˆg) =
deg(Qg) given in Lemma 4.3. In addition, by applying the linear growth condition in
the assumption (A′b,σ) or the Ho¨lder continuity given in the assumption (A1d), there
exists a constant C = Cg,b,σ,T > 0 such that, P-a.s.
Qˆ2g(|X1s |)
∣∣σ(X1s )∣∣2 ≤ P1
(
sup
t∈[0,T ]
|X1t |2
)
, s ∈ [0, T ], (92)
where P1 : R+ → R+ is a polynomial with deg(P1) = deg(Qg) + 1. By (59) under the
assumption (AX0), it follows that
E
[
sup
t∈[0,T ]
∣∣X1t ∣∣deg(P1)q
]
≤ C
{
E
[∣∣X10 ∣∣deg(P1)q]+ 1} <∞, (93)
for some constant C = Cg,b,σ,T > 0. Then, by applying (91), (92) and (93), there exists a
constant C = Cg,b,σ,T,q > 0 which may be different from line to line such that
E
[
sup
t∈[0,T ]
∣∣∣∣∣ 1N
N∑
i=1
∫ t
0
exp
(∫ s
0
g(Xir)dr
)
∇xP gs,Tψ⋆(Xis)⊤σ(Xis)dW is
∣∣∣∣∣
q]
≤ C
N q−1
E
[(∫ T
0
Qˆ2g(|X1s |)
∣∣σ(X1s )∣∣2 ds
)q/2]
≤ C
N q−1
{
E
[∣∣X10 ∣∣deg(P1)q]+ 1} . (94)
Then, the estimate (84) can be deduced from (94) and (90) jointly. Thus, we complete
the proof of the theorem.
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Recall that Example 3.8 relates to the one-dimensional RM eqaution with b(x) = a+bx,
σ(x) = σ
√
x and g(x) = −x for x ∈ D = (0,∞); Example 3.9 relates to the one-
dimensional RM eqaution with b(x) ≡ 0, σ(x) = σ√2 and g(x) = −x2q+∑2q−1l=0 αlxl given
by (46) for x ∈ D = (−∞,∞); Example 3.10 relates to the n-dimensional RM equation
with b(x) = b+Bx, σ(x) ≡ σ, and g(x) = −r(x) given by (51) for x ∈ D = Rn. It is not
difficult to verify the validity of assumptions (A1d), (AD,σ) and (Agl) with deg(Qg) = 0
for Example 3.8, and the validity of assumptions (A′b,σ), (AD,σ) and (Agl) for Example 3.9
and Example 3.10. Therefore, the propagation of chaos with the rate of convergence (84)
in Theorem 4.5 under the assumption (AX0) on the initial data of the particle system
holds for these examples.
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